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**Author’s response to reviews:**

First, we would like to thank you for your meticulous review. We believe it is necessary to hone our job. Below we have answered all questions asked.

1. Colocation: “Remove second sentence under hypothesis 1 starting "We will adopt...""

   Answer: Thank you for your comment. We have made the requested change.

2. Colocation: “The first sentence under hypothesis 3 should be rewritten as "We expect that the NWFP games will be acceptable to frail elderly adults."

   Answer: Thank you for your comment. We have made the requested change.

3. Colocation: “Replace "oriented to not" with "asked not to"”.

   Answer: Thank you for your comment. We have made the requested change.

4. Colocation: Remove capital letter from "Games" (ie rewrite as "games").

   Answer: Thank you for your comment. We have made the requested change.
5. Colocation: “Remove last phrase of sentence ("and older adults unable to interact with the games")”.

Answer: Thank you for your comment. We have made the requested change.

6. Colocation: “Rewrite sentence as "The effect size will be calculated in order to determine whether change can be detected over time using these outcome measures, and to determine the most appropriate primary outcome."

Answer: Thank you for your comment. We have made the requested change.